


Shelter Strategic Planning
(And why we shouldn't call it that)



The human
element of the
animal industry



67% Of strategic change

initiatives fail (insert various

excuses here....)

Is there really one golden

bullet for success?Co
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"When all is said

and done, more

gets said than

done"
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Skills and knowledge
Culture and engagement

Performance management
Succession and development

Technology
Databases
Processes / workflows
Governance and risk

Live Release Rate
Length of Stay

Proactive activities
Community service

Sustainable business models
Fundraising scalability
Expense management
Capital assets
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Strategic planning (analysis) vs

Strategic management (leadership)



The (very)
short version
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Are YOU sufficiently commited?

Is the Board committed?

Does your team trust strategies?

Strategy vs operations

Is it aspirational?

Now prioritise your priorities!

Team engagement

Time commitment

Ruthless consistency



BEFORE YOU
MAKE A PLAN01



ARE YOU REALLY READY?

You MUST engage them

at THIS stage!

Do they already distrust

the process?

You must have a 'burning

platform'

YOU

Do you know WHY you even

want one?

I'm afraid you can't blame

anyone else if it doesn't work

 

This is really hard work to do

properly - have you got the

commitment it takes?

 Consensus decisions are the

enemy of progress

Are they willing to allocate

the resources (read: TIME)

that it really requires?

 

Are they a cohesive team?

 

BOARD / SENIOR
MANAGERS TEAM



MAKING
THE ACTUAL
PLAN 02



Operationalise
aspirations....



ON THE ACTUAL DAY (TWO IS BETTER)

Ease vs impact chart to

decide what could be

delegated / delayed

If everything is important,

then nothing is important

 Choose max of 3-4

initiatives - more will set

you up to fail

IS IT ASPIRATIONAL
ENOUGH?

Obselence should be the

aim of the shelter, but not

the organisation!

If it doesn't make you a

little nervous, it's probably

not very good...

Start with a 10 year vision

and work backwards, not

the other way around Do not leave the room until

there are deadlines and

accountabilities for

operationalising it

Align with vision in a

meaningful way

 

Can staff understand it?

 

STRATEGIC PLAN VS
OPERATIONAL PLAN

PRIORITISE YOUR
PRIORITIES



"It's not the obvious non-priorities you need to fear. 
It's the almost top priorities."



Strategic Plan Template

What are your
top priorities for
the time period?

XYZ Animal Shelter

Strategic Priorities

Targets

Vision Mission

Make sure they
are concise and
understandable

No more than 3-
4 if you want
any to succeed

Did you reverse
engineer from
aspirational?

How will you
know that you
succeeded?

Remember
this is not an
execution plan

Ensure all your
targets are
SMART goals

These should
be aligned to
your priorities

Do your staff
know what
these mean?



Operational Plan Template
XYZ Animal Shelter

ActivitiesStrategic

Priority
Target Deadline Accountable



Department Plan Template
XYZ Animal Shelter - Department ABC

ActivitiesStrategic

Priority
Target Deadline Accountable



03BUT NOW THE
REAL WORK

STARTS



MAKING A PLAN A REALITY

Monthly meeting agenda

item. Forever!

CEO and senior managers

need AT LEAST a half day

per week with door closed

to focus

 

No excuses, no exceptions.

Managers must be

accountable.

 

YOUR PEOPLE

Have you got the right team?

Engage, engage, engage

 

Ownership and

empowerment, but don't

confuse that with lazy

managers

 

Training, communication,

resources

 

You are in a fishbowl.

Everything you say / do or

don't say / don't do is judged

Make it unavoidable!!!

 

Your words, your imagery,

your campaigns, your actions,

your meetings. Use the words

at least 3 times/day. It needs

to be lived and breathed.

 

RUTHLESS CONSISTENCY JUST DO IT!



A firefighter in the field is happy for the boss to
hand him a hose on the way past. But if the boss is
down there fighting the fire with him, he's going to

start to wonder who on earth knows which
direction this fire is heading in, let alone who is

sending resources there to stop it...



The (very)
short version
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Check your commitment

Check Board commitment

Rebuild staff trust

Strategy vs operations

Aspirational then reverse engineer

Prioritise your priorities!

Team buy-in

10-20% of your workload always

Ruthless consistency



jessica@unleashedconsulting.com.au

www.unleashedconsulting.com.au


